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Dear colleagues,
First I had the pleasure to welcome some of all of you during the first session held
on Monday, but I missed to welcome and exchange with many of you arrived after. I
am really sorry and sad to not be among you for all the activities, but you can
understand that I committed my self with the great assistance of Sophie Dabo on
Behalf of the Scientific Committee, in her capacity of co -chair, and two other
colleagues from the LOC to finalize the program, our big problem was that
instruction from the officials changed from day to day.
Sorry for all the technical and other matters (like room planned to host the
presentation and that was occupied) that you have been obliged to face. I have been
regularly informed about all, by my colleagues. So please accept my sincere
apologizes. But, we can be glad that the opening Ceremony was great.

Let me now share with you my report, in my capacity of AMU
President, on the activities undertaken, since my election as
AMU President in July 2017 :
My crucial problem, was to create an AMU bank account, I
spent one year in getting in touch with many banks, and
many administrations, all were convergent in requesting for
the registration of AMU as association document. I got in
touch with all the past Presidents, and faced the bad news
that AMU has not been registered any where in Africa since
its creation.

So I decided to convene an Extraordinary General assembly
in September 2018 to solve the probleme.
During the year July 2017-September 2018, I set up a draft
of the activities to be organized by AMU during our mandate,
that I shared with the AMU Executive committee and all the
AMU commissions, and we succeed to put a program for
the whole mandate that has not been fully accomplished in
particular due to the COVID-19. Also I initiated to send
regularly notes to the AMU executive committee.
I
exgachanged with them 16.
I am pleased to emphasize that, we succeeded to achieve
almost all our commitments and even honor some others.
For example, convening an AMU Extraordinary General
Assembly, for which colleagues were asked to support their
air tickets, what they kindly agreed to assume. The
Mohammed V University, the Faculty of Sciences of Rabat
and the Hassan II Academy of Sciences and Techniques,
have
kindly
provided
local
accommodation
and
transportation for all the participats at this important meeting.
Indeed, the Extraordinary general assembly, allowed us to
to register AMU in Morocco with its headquarter at the
Science Faculty of Rabat, where AMU has been created. I i
got the final receipt of the registration of the AMU
Association in Morocco, on Friday 18th January 2019, what
enabled the treasurer and myself to open a bank account on
behalf of AMU just after.
Also a call for application to host PACOM 2021 was
launched after the deadline of 31 December 2018, for
receiving an official letter from the Senegalese authorities, to
host PACOM 2021 without success. The date of 4th
February 2019 was the deadline to receive applications to
host PACOM 2021 by the interested African countries.

The AMU Executive Committee members, commissioners
and other colleagues involved in AMU were invited, to
commit themselves in confirming the activities announced for
2019 and 2020, emphasizing that Il is necessary from the
date of 24 January 2019, to start the organization of PACOM
2021 by: identifying plenary and invited speakers, setting up
a scientific Committee and a first announcement, launching
a website for the event, requesting financial support from the
host country and the sponsoring of international
organizations etc….
Otherwise, I advised to involve the AMU Executive
Committee members in particular the Vice-President of the
region where the event is organized to contribute, in the
organization, the dissemination of the information and to
accompany the main organizer.
Now concerning the 10th edition of the Pan African
Congress of Mathematicians "PACOM 2021”, I was pleased
to announce in my note of 6 th march 2019, that PACOM
2021 will be hosted by the Republic of Congo.
Indeed after having received, within the deadline of 4
February 2019, the official letter from the Honorable Minister
of Higher Education of the Republic of Congo, expressing
the will of the Ministry of Higher Education, to host PACOM
2021, the AMU Executive Committee members were called
upon to react, and the bid was accepted unanimously.
On February 25, I sent on behalf of the AMU a letter of
official acceptance for the hosting of PACOM 2021 by the
Republic of Congo, stating that it is the first time that a
country of Central Africa would host an edition of PACOM,
which is really appreciable. I then asked the Hon Minister, to

kindly set the period of the organization of PACOM 2021 at
his convenience and to inform me as soon as possible, in
order to allow the AMU to broadcast the announcement of
PACOM 2021 at the African and international levels.
We agreed for the period 2cd to 7 th August 2021, the AMU
General Assembly would then be held on 1 st August 2021.
Prof Basile Bossoto, the AMU Vice President for Central
Africa, has been appointed as the Chair of the Local
Organizing Committee of PACOM 2021.
Otherwise, a MoU on the PACOM 2021 modalities, has
been signed by the Hon Minister of Higher Education of the
Republic of Congo and myself, in my capacity as AMU
President, in July 2019.
An other important news was announced in the same note,
on behalf of the AMU Treasurer, that the AMU bank account
is definitively available and operational. In fact we were lucky
to be able to open an account in convertible currency for
foreign currency payments and a current account for local
currency (MAD) for colleagues, institutions, associations,
donors from Morocco.
I first invited all colleagues members of the AMU Executive
Committee and commissioners to adhere to AMU in order to
regularize their situation. According to the AMU Internal
Regulation, developed in 2006 and which will be used until
its renewal, Application for membership should be sent to
the AMU Secretary General, notification of approval by the
AMU Executive Committee should be sent to the physical (or
legal) postulant, with the IBAN of the AMU bank account, in
order to pay for the Membership fees.
Unfortunately, nothing happened, no application has been
received. So In 14th April 2019, I reminded that memberships

were absolutely deficient during more than 40 years after the
creation of AMU, and it becomes urgent to anticipate and
avoid the prolongation of such unfortunate situation. I
emphasized that we should innovate and act differently to
succeed to motivate colleagues, associations, societies to
adhere to AMU.
So, I suggested that invitations would be sent to identified
colleagues, associations, societies to adhere to AMU, and
this procedure has been approved by the AMU Executive
Committee. A template of the invitation letter has been set
up to be used by all the AMU EC members.
Each member of the AMU Executive Committee has been
untitled to send invitations to colleagues, associations
societies identified by himself/ herself, copying all the other
AMU EC members, avoiding that invitations would be sent to
the same individual or association by more than one
member of the AMU EC.
I set myself the task of sending invitations to various African
and even non-African colleagues, as well as to mathematical
Associations, which took a lot of my time, but at least now
we have some adherent members of the AMU, ordinary and
associated (individuals and legal persons).
In addition, anxious to respect the current AMU statutes,
and taking advantage of the organization of the 3rd Pan
African mathematical space (PAMES 2019) in Luanda
(Angola) from 2 to 5 December 2019), I have planned to
organize the 2nd enlarged meeting of the AMU Executive
Committee within the framework of PAMES 2019, on 1
December 2019 at 6 pm.
Six confirmations were necessary (including that of the
president and the treasurer or General Secretary of UMA),
which we obtained. At the last minute, the secretary general

and the treasurer, who were supposed to be here,
expressed their apologies for force majeure. It should be
noted that proxies were sent by other members of the
Executive Committee who could not attend this meeting to
the present colleagues, in particular to: Prof. Basile Bossoto
(AMU Vice-President for Central Africa), Prof. Rachid
Bebbouchi (AMU Vice-President for North Africa), Prof.
Raoufh Thabet ( AMU Executive Committee member).

I am really happy to report that AMU has been the
organizer or involved in some important events as coorganizers in 2019, and I would like to thank all the
colleaguers organizers who associated AMU to their Events
like :
8th International Conference on mathematics and
Informatic Sciences, 8-10 February 2019, Cairo, Egypt,
organized by Prof Mahmoud Abdel Aty, the
Chairperson of the AMU Commission on Mathematics
Education
PAMO 2019, Cape Town, March 2019, organized by
the AMU Commission on PAMO, under the leadership
of its Chairperson Prof Adewale Solarin,
in
collaboration
with South
Africa
Mathematical
Foundation and AIMS Cape Town.
International Conference on Women In Mathematics,
at the Stellenbosc University (2cd- 5th July 2019),
South Africa, organized by Prof Karin Helwetts
PME 43 , Pretoria 7th-12th July 2019, which is the 43
International edition on Pedagogical Mathematics
Education, Africa has hosted before an edition in
Stellenbosh in 1998. It has been organized by Prof

Johann Engelbrecht, Vice –Chairperson of the AMU
Commission on PAMO.
1st AMU Summer School, initiated by Prof Dimitru
(AMU Associate member since 2019), and organized
in collaboration of the Engelsim University in Istanbul
(July 2019)
2cd International Conference for Mathematical Space
on Portuguese langage, 25-29 November 2019,
Maputo, Mozambique, organized by Prof Marcos
Cherinda.
3rd Pan African Mathematical Space, PAMES 2019,
2cd-4th December 2019, Luanda, Angola, organized
by Prof Maria De Natividade, Secretary of the AMU
Commission on Maths Education in Africa
International Conference on Algebra, Codes and
Cryptology in honor of Prof Mamadou Sangharé,
Chairperson of the AMU Commission on Research and
Innovation in Mathematical Sciences., 5th-7th
December 2019, organized by Prof Cheikh
Thiecoumba, UCAD

For the Next year :
the first event will be PAMO 2020 planned to be held
in Tunisia has been postponed to 2021 and held in
hybrid. Prof Raoufh Thabet here present will present on
that event
the Chair of the AMU Commission on History of
Mathematics shared has scheduled to organize an
event in Morocco (Marrakech) in 2020., wich has been
cancelled

The 4th PAMES has been planned to be organized in
Rwanda in the same time of AFRICME in 2021, before
PACOM 2021. It was in the end to organize event with
the both collaborations IMCI and AMU-CMEA, but
couldn’ be in pperson
Of course our main conference was PACOM 2021,that has
been postponed to 2022.
I attented many Zoom meetings for the organisation of
PACOM 2022, as well as for the IYSDBS (International year
for Sustainable development of Basic Sciences., AMU is a
partner.
AMU has signed other MoU with CEMASTEA, with
Kangourou without broder,
I attended the IMU General Assembly in Helsinky and
virtually ICM.
I contributed as chair for the selection committee for the
tchebyshev grant.
So you can undertand that I was overbooked all the time but
I am passionned by what I am doing.
we should till now start the organization, as I did for PACOM
2017.
First, I committ myself as the AMU President to request
financial support for the International organisations, but for
that we need the list of Plenary lecturers, invited speakers,
budget, website, and the Local organizing Committee is
called out to contribute efficiently to get all these necessary
elements.

A visit of myself is schedulded in Brazzaville, but before that
the quoted elements shoud be available.
Prof basile Bossoto the AMU Vice President for Central
Africa is here amoung us to present on the organisation of
PACOM 2021.
I closed my report by drawing the attention of the present
colleagues, on an important point in the AMU statutes,
copied bellow, for which, neither the President of the
Election Commission, nor the President of the AMU General
assembly, have been vigilant. during the elections held in
Rabat ,1st July 2017 preceeding PACOM 2017, This should
no longer be the case for being in compliance with the UMA
statutes :
Any ordinary individual member is eligible for election into the
Executive Committee for at most two successive terms. However,
somebody elected president can fulfil two mandates (in
accordance with (d) above) whether or not he is a member of the
Executive Committee.
Sorry for not having bee able to print a full contained report with
other activities organized by AMU , that you could find in the
AMU web set: www.africamathunion.org, but what I will did after
PACOM 2022 in order to give all the African mathematicians
colleagues the possibility to discover that AMU is growing more
and more, and the contribution of all for that would be deeply
appreciated.

Thank you for your kind attention

